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Abstract

Background: Performance of Rapid Antigen Tests for SARS-CoV-2 (Ag-RDT) varies over the course of an infection, and their performance is not well established among asymptomatic individuals.

Objective: Evaluate performance of Ag-RDT for detection of SARS-CoV-2 in relation to onset of infection for symptomatic and asymptomatic participants.

Design, Setting, and Participants: Prospective cohort study conducted from October 2021 to February 2022 among participants > 2 years-old from across the US who enrolled using a smartphone app. During each testing encounter, participants self-collected one nasal swab and performed Ag-RDT at home; at-least fifteen minutes later, a second nasal swab was self-collected and shipped for SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR at a central lab. Both nasal swabs were collected 7 times at 48-hour intervals (over approximately 14 days) followed by an extra nasal swab collection with home Ag-RDT test 48-hours after their last PCR sample. Each participant was assigned to one of the three emergency use authorized (EUA) Ag-RDT tests used in this study. This analysis was limited to participants who were asymptomatic and tested negative by antigen and molecular test on their first day of study participation.

Exposure: SARS-CoV-2 positivity was determined by testing a single home-collected anterior nasal sample with three FDA EUA molecular tests, where 2 out 3 positive test results were needed to determine a SARS-CoV-2 positive result. Onset of infection was defined as day on which the molecular PCR comparator result was positive for the first time.

Main Outcomes and Measures: Sensitivity of Ag-RDT was measured based on testing once (same-day), twice (at 48-hours) and thrice (at 96 hours). Analysis was repeated for different Days Post Index PCR Positivity (DPIPP) and stratified based on symptom-status on a given DPIPP.

Results: A total of 7,361 participants enrolled in the study and 5,609 were eligible for this analysis. Among 154 eligible participants who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 infection based on RT-PCR, 97 were asymptomatic and 57 had symptoms at onset of infection (DPIPP 0). Serial testing with Ag-RDT twice over 48-hours resulted in an aggregated sensitivity of 93.4% (95% CI: 89.1-96.1%) among symptomatic participants on DPIPP 0-6. Among the 97 people who were asymptomatic at the onset of infection, 19 were singleton RT-PCR positive, i.e., their positive test was preceded and followed by a negative RT-PCR test within 48-hours. Excluding these singleton positives, aggregated sensitivity on DPIPP 0-6 for two-time serial-testing among asymptomatic participants was lower 62.7% (54.7-70.0%) but improved to 79.0% (71.0-85.3%) with serial testing three times at 48-hour interval.

Discussion: Performance of Ag-RDT within first week of infection was optimized when asymptomatic participants tested three-times at 48-hour intervals and when symptomatic participants tested two-times separated by 48-hours.
Key points

Question:
What is the performance of serial rapid antigen testing (Ag-RDT) in the first week of infection among symptomatic and asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infections?

Findings:
Serial testing with Ag-RDT two-times separated by 48-hours resulted in detection of more than 90% of SARS-CoV-2 infections when symptomatic participants began testing within first week from onset of molecular positivity; participants who were asymptomatic when they began testing within the first-week of molecular positivity observed a sensitivity of 79.0% when they performed three rapid antigen-tests, 48 hours apart.

Meaning:
To optimize detection of SARS-CoV-2 infection with home antigen tests, people suspected to be infected with SARS-CoV-2 virus should test twice at least 48-hours apart if they are symptomatic and three times at 48-hour intervals if they do not have symptoms (asymptomatic).

Key definitions:
Comparator positive: composite definition of molecular positivity if majority of molecular assays were positive
Days Past Index Comparator Positive (DPIPP): Number of calendar-days past the day when first Comparator positive was observed
Onset of Infection: DPIPP 0, when first Comparator positive was observed
Symptomatic and Asymptomatic Cases: Based on presence or absence of self-reported symptoms on the day of testing. Sensitivity was measured for Symptomatic and Asymptomatic cases on DPIPP 0-10
First week of Infection: DPIPP 0 - 6
Introduction

SARS-CoV-2 diagnostic testing remains a cornerstone in our nation’s fight against COVID-19, and at-home rapid antigen tests (Ag-RDTs), while not perfect, provide a fast and convenient testing option. This type of test is available without a prescription (i.e., over-the-counter [OTC]), easy-to-use, widely available, and, in some cases, preferred by the population over molecular assays that require appointments, waiting in-line at testing centers, and waiting 24-48 hours for results.\textsuperscript{1-3} Despite their popularity, key gaps remain in our understanding of these tests, notably their performance among asymptomatic people. Reports on Ag-RDT performance among asymptomatic individuals have been highly varied, ranging from sensitivities of 35.8% to 71% in cross-sectional screening evaluations.\textsuperscript{4,5} However, few studies have evaluated serial testing performance of Ag-RDTs among asymptomatic individuals. Furthermore, emergency use authorization (EUA) holders of OTC antigen tests are responsible for demonstrating Ag-RDT performance in a population with asymptomatic infection using serial testing. This manuscript describes primary findings from a large study designed in coordination with the National Institutes of Health (NIH), Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and three major rapid antigen test manufacturers to evaluate the performance of serial testing using rapid antigen tests for detection of SARS-CoV-2 among asymptomatic individuals within the first week of infection.

Methods

Study Population and Design: This prospective cohort study enrolled participants between October 18, 2021 and January 31, 2022 over the age of two years from across the country through a novel digital siteless study protocol. Details of the study design and protocol are described elsewhere.\textsuperscript{6} This study was approved by WIRB-Copernicus Group (WCG) Institutional Review Board (20214875). In brief, participants were eligible to enroll through a smartphone app if they did not have a SARS-CoV-2 infection in the prior three months, were without any symptoms in the 14 days prior to enrollment and were able to drop-off prepaid envelopes with...
nasal swab samples at their local FedEx drop-off location. Enrolled participants were assigned to one of three types of EUA Ag-RDT (Quidel QuickVue At-Home OTC COVID-19 Test, BinaxNow COVID-19 Antigen Self-Test, or BD Veritor At-Home COVID-19 Test) and received a home delivery of 10 Ag-RDTs and 7 home collection kits for reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) samples. Participants were asked to perform two self-collected bilateral anterior nasal swab collections and paired testing (Ag-RDT (at home) and RT-PCR (mailed to central lab)) every 48-hours for 7 times over a two-week period, with an additional end of study bilateral anterior nasal swab collection with home Ag-RDT test 48-hours after the last paired test. Two FDA-authorized, high sensitivity RT-PCR assays were performed on each nasal swab sample received at the central lab, and an additional tiebreaker assay was performed if the two RT-PCR assays were discordant.

**Measures:** Ag-RDT results were based on self-report (Quidel QuickVue At-Home OTC COVID-19 Test, BinaxNow COVID-19 Antigen Self-Test) or automatic reader (BD Veritor At-Home COVID-19 Test), as per EUA instructions for use. Molecular comparator RT-PCR results were based on a combination of molecular test results for detection SARS-Cov-2 infection (Supplementary Table 1), and onset of infection was defined as day on which the molecular comparator result was positive for the first time. To approximate performance of Ag-RDT if a person starts testing on different from onset of infection, we identified Days Past Index PCR Positivity (DPIPP) as different strata, for which, performance was calculated. Symptomatic or asymptomatic classification was based on presence or absence of symptoms on DPIPP for which the performance is calculated. Therefore, an individual who was asymptomatic on DPIPP 0 may become symptomatic on DPIPP 2 and vice-versa.

**Statistical Analysis:** Participants were eligible for inclusion in this analysis if they did not report any symptoms on the first day they started testing and they had a negative SARS-CoV-2 molecular and Ag-RDT tests. Our decision to pool performance across the different tests was
also based on 1) findings not shown in this report that suggested the sensitivity of different Ag-
RDT was similar to each other as a function of the viral load and 2) The study was not designed
to evaluate differences in performance between the three different types of Ag-RDTs.
Performance was calculated using sensitivity (rapid antigen positivity/comparator positivity) for
single-day testing, two-times serial testing, and three-times serial testing for symptomatic and
asymptomatic individuals based on day and patterns of positivity, as described in Table 1.
Calculations for sensitivity were repeated with testing starting on different DPIPP. Current 95%
confidence intervals are calculated using Clopper-Pearson method for binomial probability. To
account for repeated measures within participants, we will update this preprint with confidence
intervals estimated using bootstrapping technique. Negative Percent Agreement was calculated
as a proportion of paired tests (Ag-RDT and molecular tests performed on the same-day) based
on the following formula: True-Negative/[False-Positive+True-Negative] where True-Negative
refers to instances a negative molecular test was paired with a negative Ag-RDT on the same
day and False-Positive refers to a negative molecular test paired with a positive Ag-RDT test. All
analyses were performed using R 4.1.1.

Results
A total of 7,361 participants enrolled in the study, and 5,609 were eligible for this analysis. Of
these, 154 individuals tested RT-PCR positive for SARS-CoV-2 during the study based on a
composite definition described in Supplementary Table 1; 97 were without symptoms and 57
had symptoms at infection onset. Among the 5,455 participants who did not test positive, there
were 39,682 days of paired Ag-RDT and RT-PCR testing, where comparator result was
negative. Among these, 39,503 days had a concordant Ag-RDT negative result, yielding a
negative percent agreement of 99.5% (95% CI: 99.5-99.6%).
Performance of Ag-RDT to detect SARS-CoV-2 on day of infection onset (DPIPP: 0) was higher
among symptomatic participants (59.6%, 46.7-71.4%) in comparison to asymptomatic
participants (9.3%, 5.0-16.7%) (Figure 2; Supplementary Table 2). Serial-testing with two Ag-RDT tests 48-hours apart (Symptomatic: 92.2%, 81.5-96.9%; Asymptomatic: 39.3%, 29.8-49.7%) and three Ag-RDT tests 48-hours apart (Symptomatic: 93.6%, 82.8-97.8%; Asymptomatic: 56.4%, 45.4-66.9%) improved performance of Ag-RDT. Notably, we observed that twenty participants had a singleton RT-PCR+, defined as a positive test preceded and followed by a negative RT-PCR test within 48-hours. Of those with singleton RT-PCR+ tests, none tested positive on Ag-RDT and only one had symptoms on the day of the singleton positive test. Excluding these participants did not impact sensitivity of Ag-RDT among symptomatic participants, but improved asymptomatic sensitivity to 11.7%, 50.7%, and 74.6% based on testing one, two, or three times with Ag-RDT at 48-hour intervals, respectively, on DPIPP 0.

To approximate real-world scenarios, where a person may not necessarily start testing with Ag-RDT on the day of infection onset, we calculated performance separately on DPIPP 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 (Figure 2; Supplementary Table 2) to approximate scenarios where a person started serially testing with Ag-RDTs on those days. Aggregated performance of Ag-RDT for DPIPP 0-6 among those who were symptomatic on a given DPIPP was 82.5% (76.8-87.0%) for single-timepoint testing but with a range of sensitivity from 59.6 to 94.8%. Serial-testing using two-time testing improved sensitivity to 93.4% (89.0-96.5%) and 94.3% (89.4-97.3%) for three-time testing. Sensitivity of performing single test, two-test serial testing, and three-test serial testing for asymptomatic people was 34.2% (27.4-41.7%), 55.6% (47.8-63.1%), 68.8% (60.5-76.2%), respectively during the first week of infection (DPIPP 0-6). Excluding singleton RT-PCR positive, the first-week (DPIPP 0-6) sensitivity was 38.5% (31.0-46.5%), 62.9% (54.7-70.6%), 79.2% (71.0-85.9%), respectively for testing one, two, or three times with Ag-RDT at 48-hour intervals.

Discussion
These findings from the largest study to date use paired Ag-RDT and RT-PCR testing for a comparative performance evaluation of Ag-RDTs among people with and without symptoms. These results provide compelling reasons to suggest that Ag-RDT occurrences and timeframes should be increased relative to the existing indications for use. These data suggest an improvement in test performance when symptomatic individuals test two times 48-hours apart using Ag-RDTs. Likewise, there are notable performance improvements in asymptomatic individuals when a single Ag-RDT test was followed by at least 2 subsequent tests at 48-hour intervals. Additionally, the rates of false positive results in the study were low; therefore, any Ag-RDT positive result should be considered positive without the need to retest. These results should be considered in the context of our study protocol which indicated testing at 48-hour intervals, and thus these data cannot support conclusions about serial testing for time intervals shorter than 48-hours.

These findings represent a comprehensive evaluation of the time dependent performance of Ag-RDT tests by studying the intended use population (i.e., symptomatic and asymptomatic individuals) throughout the course of molecular test positivity. Unlike previous reports, which used composite sampling methods and did not have sufficient longitudinal data to adequately evaluate performance of Ag-RDT from the onset of infection, we were able to approximate performance of Ag-RDT for symptomatic and asymptomatic users by comparing performance within the first week of infection to align with the indications listed in the EUA. The finding of singleton RT-PCR positive testing needs to be further investigated to understand the clinical significance of this observation.

Public health implications of our findings suggest that people who are suspected to be infected with SARS-CoV-2 should exercise caution despite an initial negative rapid antigen-test and favor mask-wearing and avoiding crowded places. In context of reports of viral culture positivity more than five days after initial positive test, our findings support isolation for a longer period of
time to prevent the potential of spread of SARS-CoV-2 to others.\textsuperscript{11} Further research is needed to quantitatively estimate the benefits of Ag-RDT for early detection of infection and initiation of treatment, especially in settings where access to molecular testing is limited or molecular test results are delayed. Dissemination of clear guidance for appropriate testing using Ag-RDT based on data from this study may help preserve confidence in the performance of serial Ag-RDT to detect SARS-CoV-2 virus, especially as reports of individual false negative Ag-RDT from inadequate serial testing, contrary to the tests’ intended usage and guidance from the FDA, proliferate in lay media.
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Figure 1: CONSORT Diagram for Test Us At Home Study to Calculate Performance of Rapid Antigen Tests for Detection of SARS-CoV-2 Virus

7,361 participants enrolled in the study between Oct 18, 2021 and February 15, 2022

58 participants reported a SARS-CoV-2 infection in 3 months prior to enrollment
813 participants did not do a paired Ag-RDT and RT-PCR test

6,490 eligible participants completed at least one Rapid Antigen and PCR test

9 participants switched rapid antigen tests during the study\(^a\)
5 participants failed quality-check\(^b\)
867 participants reported symptoms on first-day of testing or tested positive on first-day

5,609 Participants eligible for the analysis

154 Participants had at least one comparator positive result

57 symptomatic on day of index comparator positive result
97 asymptomatic on day of index comparator positive result

5,455 Participants had all comparator negative results

4,258 participants never reported symptoms
1,197 participants reported symptoms at least once

\(^{a}\) Participants replaced their assigned rapid antigen tests with commercially obtained rapid antigen tests; \(^{b}\) Dates of RT-PCR testing could not be verified based on triangulation of self-reported, shipping, and resulting data.
Table 1: Matrix for Calculation of Sensitivity of Rapid Antigen Tests for Detection of SARS-CoV-2 Virus in Relation to Days Past Index PCR Positivity (DPIPP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Days Past Index PCR Positivity – DPIPP (strata)</th>
<th>Denominator for Sensitivity: PCR Positive on following DPIPP</th>
<th>Numerator for Sensitivity: At least one positive rapid antigen test on one of the following DPIPP (the other days could not be missing, invalid, or uninterpreted)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0, 2, 0, 2, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 and 2</td>
<td>2, 4, 2, 4, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0 and 4</td>
<td>4, 6, 4, 6, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0 and 6</td>
<td>6, 8, 6, 8, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0 and 8</td>
<td>8, 10, 8, 10, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0 and 10</td>
<td>10, 12, NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Classification of symptomatic vs asymptomatic based on symptom self-report on DPIPP
Figure 2: Performance of Rapid Antigen Tests for Detection of SARS-CoV-2 Virus in Relation to First Day of Molecular Positivity

A) All participants

B) Singleton RT-PCR+ excluded

Asymptomatic

Symptomatic

Days Past Initial PCR Positive (DPIPP)

Ag-RDT (%)
Supplementary Table 1: Definition of Positive Comparator Test Based on Molecular Assays

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roche cobas SARS-CoV-2 Test</th>
<th>Quest SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR</th>
<th>Hologic Aptima SARS-CoV-2 Assay</th>
<th>Comparator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DETECTED</td>
<td>DETECTED</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DETECTED</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>DETECTED</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>DETECTED</td>
<td>DETECTED</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DETECTED</td>
<td>DETECTED</td>
<td>DETECTED</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other: NOT DETECTED, INVALID, or ASSAY NOT PERFORMED
If Roche and Quest LDT were discordant and Aptima result was missing or not performed due to insufficient sample, that data point was excluded from the analysis.
Supplementary Table 2: Sensitivity of Rapid Antigen Tests (Ag-RDT) based on symptom status on different Days Past Index PCR Positivity (DPIPP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Symptomatic (All participants)</th>
<th>Asymptomatic (All participants)</th>
<th>Symptomatic (Excludes Singleton PCR+)</th>
<th>Asymptomatic (Excludes Singleton PCR+)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1x test</td>
<td>2x test</td>
<td>3x test</td>
<td>1x test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPIPP 0</td>
<td>34/57 59.6%</td>
<td>47/51 92.2%</td>
<td>44/47 93.6%</td>
<td>34/56 60.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(46.7%,71.4%)</td>
<td>(81.5%,96.9%)</td>
<td>(82.8%,97.8%)</td>
<td>(5.0%,16.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPIPP 2</td>
<td>58/62 93.5%</td>
<td>59/60 98.3%</td>
<td>43/43 100.0%</td>
<td>58/62 93.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(84.6%,97.5%)</td>
<td>(91.1%,99.9%)</td>
<td>(91.8%,100.0)</td>
<td>(84.6%,97.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPIPP 4</td>
<td>55/58 94.8%</td>
<td>53/54 98.1%</td>
<td>39/40 97.5%</td>
<td>55/58 94.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(85.9%,98.2%)</td>
<td>(90.2%,99.9%)</td>
<td>(87.1%,99.9%)</td>
<td>(85.9%,98.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPIPP 6</td>
<td>27/34 79.4%</td>
<td>26/33 78.8%</td>
<td>22/27 81.5%</td>
<td>27/34 79.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(63.2%,89.7%)</td>
<td>(62.2%,89.3%)</td>
<td>(63.3%,91.8%)</td>
<td>(63.2%,89.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPIPP 8</td>
<td>12/17 70.6%</td>
<td>12/17 70.6%</td>
<td>7/11 63.6%</td>
<td>12/17 70.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(46.9%,86.7%)</td>
<td>(46.9%,86.7%)</td>
<td>(35.4%,84.8%)</td>
<td>(46.9%,86.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPIPP 10</td>
<td>4/9 44.4%</td>
<td>7/4 42.9%</td>
<td>5/9 55.6%</td>
<td>4/9 44.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(18.9%,73.3%)</td>
<td>(15.8%,75.0%)</td>
<td>(26.7%,81.1%)</td>
<td>(18.9%,73.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPIPP 0-6</td>
<td>174/211 82.5%</td>
<td>185/198 93.4%</td>
<td>148/157 94.3%</td>
<td>174/210 82.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(76.8%,87.0%)</td>
<td>(89.1%,96.1%)</td>
<td>(89.5%,97.0)</td>
<td>(77.2%,87.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPIPP 8-10</td>
<td>16/26 61.5%</td>
<td>15/24 62.5%</td>
<td>22/27 81.5%</td>
<td>16/26 61.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(42.5%,77.6%)</td>
<td>(42.7%,78.8%)</td>
<td>(63.3%,91.8%)</td>
<td>(42.5%,77.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>